
Hybrid
animals

MELLA  
JAARSMA

Mella Jaarsma creates intricate costumes 
using unusual natural materials. Mella is 
very interested in different animals and  

why people consider some animals  
to be ‘pets’ and others ‘pests’.  

Create a new hybrid animal by 
combining parts from different 
animals using the templates. 

MORE 
ABOUT
Mella

on the last page
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1 Template

Print the collage sheets and select 
the different animals you would like 

to work with.
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Create

Cut out your chosen animal parts 
and arrange them onto your paper.

Imagine

Think about what you  
want your animal to look  

like. Is it going to be a pet,  
a pest, or both?

Materia ls

Collage templates 

+
An A4, or larger,   
piece of paper

+
Glue 

+
Scissors

+
Pencils or pens
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Once you have completed your 
animal, use pencils or pens  

to create a home environment  
for your animal.
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When you are happy with  
your hybrid creature, glue  

the parts down. 
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MEELA JAARSMA TEMPLATES



Mel la Jaarsma

Mella Jaarsma was born in 1960 in 
Emmeloord in the Netherlands and 
now lives and works in Yogyakarta, 

Indonesia. As a child, Mella liked 
to make lots of different things 

including stuffed dolls and animals, 
clothes, bags and jewellery. Today 
Mella makes elaborate costumes 
using unusual materials like moth 
cocoons, water buffalo horns and 
banana tree bark. Her costumes 
cover the body and face, leaving 

only small openings that show the 
eyes or glimpses of other body 

parts. In these works Mella looks at 
the way clothing relates to identity  

and body protection.

MELLA JAARSMA
The Netherlands/Indonesia b.1960

Hi inlander 1999
Treated skins (kangaroo, frog, fish and chicken)
244 x 97cm (kangaroo); 140 x 84cm (frog);  
150 x 100cm (fish); 152 x 95cm (chicken)
Purchased 2000. Queensland Art Gallery Foundation
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